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At the Green Goose

Punctually as the clock struck eight

Professor Silas Plodsnitch, that great poet,

philosopher, and neo-Pantagruelist, briskly-

entered the smoking-room of the Green

Goose, called for coffee, lit his wooden pipe,

coughed twice, and addressed the company

as follows :

'* While everyone," said the Professor,

** must loathe being inspected, none can hate

it quite so much as men who make bees

work for them. They are, those whom I

have met, peculiarly irritable fellows, with

an absurd superstition that they cannot be

stung. I once stayed with one such fellow,

having crammed up beforehand all that

Vergil, Dr. Watts, and Maeterlinck could

tell me ; but to all my offers of help this
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8 At the Green Goose

morose beekeeper replied with harsh howls

of * Keep away, keep awayJ I told him

roundly that his battening on the labour of

hard-working (but surely dull) insects was

a disgusting and anti-social spectacle. ' Do
your wretched bees/ I said^ ' know that

they are slaving themselves to death to keep

a fat, healthy, bad-tempered man in luxury ?
*

He replied, ' Keep away^ keep away.' I

am glad to say that one of his own bees,

after hearing my discourse, up and stung

him in the neck.

'' So I am rather sorry in this case that

this Bill they have been discussing for en-

suring the constant inspection of beehives

did not pass. I should like to see my bee-

sweating friend encompassed with swarms

of inspectors who would insist on his trotting

every separate bee out to be inspected for

glanders, or coughing, or the staggers, or

whatever disease bees get. Not much use

his crying * Keep away, keep away/ then.

It would probably annoy the bees as well.
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and everyone would be damnably stung*

It is a scene from which the fancy turns

with the liveliest regret,

** And yet/^ said the Professor, raising

his voice, *' you will note that an official

of the Bureau of Entomology at Washington

has invented a device which you place at

the entrance to a beehive* It registers the

incoming or outgoing of every bee in that

hive during the day, and no bee can leave

or enter without being counted. In this

way, I suppose, a stricter account is kept

of the amount of work bees do for stout and

idle men, and there should never occur

again such a correspondence as there was

recently in the Beekeepers' Gazette between
* Puzded ' and the Editor* It was ' Pu2;2led'

who set up a howl because a favourite

swarm of bees was missing and his liveli-

hood appeared to be following suit, since

he was a notable bee-sweater and apiarian

exploiter*

** And it was the Editor of the Bee-

2



10 At the Green Goose

keepers' Gazette who, after the strange

disappearance had been discussed in his

columns for some weeks, closed it by

asking suddenly, * Have you looked in

your heard i * Thus the mystery was

solved/*

The Professor paused a moment and

resumed in a mild voice :
'* For three-

pence you can buy the index to the Esti-

mates for Civil Services for the year ending

March 31, which I have been looking

through with some interest. I calculate,

after reading under the index letter * 1/

that every third man in these islands is

an inspector of something or other—agri-

culture, aliens, alkali works, ancient monu-

ments, audits, bankruptcy, canal boats, ex-

plosives, fisheries, inebriates, milk, mines,

prisons, town planning . . heaven knows

what beside* This does not include, I

suppose, the hordes of sub-inspectors,

assistant inspectors, and pupil-inspectors

(at present taking a correspondence course).
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nor yet the Inspector of Inspectors and his

staff,

"' No doubt there is a certain amount of

jealousy in the profession, I should think

an Inspector of Ancient Monuments would

irritate an Inspector in Bankruptcy ex-

tremely by dropping in for a chat when

—

as at present—everybody is going bankrupt,

and he is inspecting them a platoon at a

time, ' Care for a rubber of bridge ?
*

says the Ancient Monuments man, yawning,

* What about my bankrupts ? ' snarls the

other bitterly, inspecting a fat stockbroker,

(' You—'shun ! Dismiss ! *) * *Pon my
soul/ says the Ancient Monuments man,
* it's 3l hard life. Lend me a telescope,

will you ? . . . . Thanks. . , Yes, it's

still there,' He gets out his notebook

and writes :

'' ^4,30 p.m. ; Inspected dome of St. PauVs.

Dome still in position*

** * Still/ continues the Ancient Monu-

ments man, yawning again, * you haven't
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got the responsibilities of some of us* The

constant strain of looking after Ancient

Monuments, my boy
*

** At this point, I should think/' observed

the Professor, ** the maddened Inspector in

Bankruptcy flies at him and bites him in

the leg* Quick, send for an Inspector in

Lunacy* (Hark at the bankrupts howling !)

Hullo, they've sent us an Inspector of

Canal Boats. Never mind. The chief

thing is to make out the report in

triplicate.

** But while we are on this topic," added

Professor Plodsnitch angrily, ** permit me
to observe that as I was glancing yesterday

through a slim volume of new verse by a

little-known poet my eye was attracted by

a short poem which began :

* t Bring in the body . .
.'

And I fell at once to wondering how this

line should be recited by the usual wild-

eyed young thing in a green jumper and
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yellow bobbed hair at a Chelsea poetry tea.

Let us consider. There are four possible

ways of accenting this striking line :

(a) Bring in the body ;

(6) Bring in the body ;

(c) Bring in the body ;

(d) Bring in the body ;

And a great deal depends on the accent,

as you will see.

** If the line should be accented as in

{d)f for example, it assumes that somebody

is loitering outside with the body, and the

poet is indignant about it. * Bring in the

body, there.' ' Yessir. Now then, George.'

If (h) is correct, then the persons respon-

sible are evidently undecided whether to

bring the body into the parlour or take

it upstairs ; in fact you can hear them

breathing hard on the staircase. ' Bring

in the body, there.' * He wants it inside,

George. Easy there. When I says ** To
me " '
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** But if (c) is meant, then it assumes

that there are two or more bodies knocking

about, and the poet wants only the body in*

Too many bodies block a parlour, and they

may as well leave Aunt Jane in the hall;

thus if any mistake is made it is easy to

dash out with Aunt Jane and exchange her

for Uncle James, or vice versa*

*' Finally, if {d) is the right accentuation,

then there is a mixed assortment of things

waiting to be brought in—trunks, perhaps,

and a parrot in a cage, hatboxes, and so

forth. The poet then indicates that he

does not want to unpack, feed the parrot, or

try on his new hat from Scott's. ' Bring in

the hody^ there.' *Ay, ay, sir. George,

drop that there 'atbox. It's the body 'e

wants. Jump to it, my lad.'

'^ So there we are," concluded the Pro-

fessor. **
It is, indeed, a problem, is it

not ?
"

But as nobody answered him. Professor

Plodsnitch drained his coffee cup and then,
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speaking very loudly, addressed the company

thus :

'' I see that some industrial body or

other is to discuss what steps can be taken

to brighten factories by the introduction

of colour schemes, pictures, and decora-

tions* Music as an aid to work will also

be discussed ; I fancy it has already been

tried by some firms and proved a distinct

success. Whether pictures will have the

same effect is, perhaps, not so sure. What
kind of pictures would you recommend,

say, for a glue factory ? Naturally not the

kind that would do for a factory where they

make poppet-valves for the high-pressure

engines which drive the blasting apparatus

which blasts the holes in Gruyere cheese.

The atmosphere of the one is placid and

glutinous : the other is a hive of rest-

less and explosive clamour. It is again a

problem.

** And having hung your pictures,'* pro-

ceeded the Professor, '' whatever they are.
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how will you guarantee that they have the

right effect ? It would be a bad day for

the glue industry when a foreman, up-

braiding a master gluemaker for sitting

with his arms folded, was addressed by

him as follows :
* It is, you will admit,

impossible to concentrate strictly on the

minutiae of glue making when one is obsessed

with doubts as to the authenticity of the

attribution of this excellent canvas before

me; for undoubtedly the painter, though

possessing a certain flair for the plein air

manner—perhaps imbued with all the en-

thusiasm of the Barbizon school—has not

that grasp of morhidezza which entitles him

to
'

** Every glue consumer will agree that

this is quite impossible. And, again, an

impressionable cheese-blaster confronted

with the Gioconda might easily blast away

a whole cheese under the influence of the

smile of Monna Lisa* That would be

certain to harm the industry, for even a
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connoisseur does not care for his Gruyere

to be all hole/*

So saying the Professor rose, bowed

gracefully to all present, seized his hat, and

briskly departed.
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It had sleeted heavily all day, but ceased

towards evening, when just after eight

o^clock Professor Plodsnitch entered the

Green Goose quickly and called in a loud

voice for coffee and brandy. He then

snee2;ed twice and spoke as follows :

'*
I suppose one calls it snow—the stuff

that has poured down on London to-day.

I looked out early from a window that

overhangs a lawn ; the sky was still stained

a lovely rose-colour, and a thrush, or a

blackbird—anyway, the sort of bird that

gets up early and tweedles—^was tweedling

away in a larch ; or perhaps it was a

birch* When I looked out again and

shivered, the snow, if you agree on that

term, was falling, and the lark, or what-

ever it was, had decided that this was no
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weather for tweedling in a copper beech^

Such birds lack stamina: not British, I

should say,

** What struck me most about to-day's

snow/' resumed the Professor, ** was that

it was not the sort of weather to turn a

heroine out in, A really good snowstorm

that sticks is another matter. But I beg

you to imagine the ridiculous position of

a heroine turned out-of-doors, with Little

Willie, into the sort of snow that turns into

thin mush directly it touches you. The

wickedest of baronets would be touched by

it. ' Girl,' Sir Jasper would say, clutching

her by the shoulder, ' this is no weather

for you. You're only getting damp. You

look grotesque. You're making me look

a fool, too. Cerr-ewell I may be,' says Sir

Jasper feelingly, ' but let nobody say I was

ungentlemanly enough to expose a lady to

ridicule. Come in, girl, come in. To-

morrow, if there is real snow, I will fling

you and the chee-ild out again. But to-
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day, no. Snooks, a cup of tea for Miss

Angela and Master Willie/ I should think

so too/'

The Professor gulped a cup of hot coffee

and continued, glancing at a newspaper on

the table :

'* Somebody, I see, is advertising

—

*' * (^RAVE at Brompton for sale ;

hold four. What offers ?

'

And, no doubt, it is worth going to see,

if you do not insist on immediate possession.

I knew a man in the Sanjak of Novi-Ba^ar

who bought a grave to hold four at a ridicu-

lously high price, and had endless trouble

in filling it. His friends were never at

home when he called, and it was some

months before he got the first of them by

a lucky shot on a dark night. A long

time afterwards he got two more by giving

a little supper party, and after that it

seemed that he would never justify his
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trouble and expense. This made him

melancholy.
** One day as this fellow was walking past

this grave with a learned man, bewailing

his bad luck and bemoaning the times,

he observed that the learned man was very

silent. And presently the learned man
sighed and looked on him steadfastly, and

said, * I perceive that your distemper is

caused, not by a lack, but by a surfeit of

this world's blessings. For myself, I

slew my aunt yesterday with no little

relish, though I was compelled (through

poverty) to throw her afterwards to the

crows. You cannot say that I am as

bored and fretful as you, who have a

well-appointed grave to put your friends

in.'

** * Is there any pleasure,* returned his

friend querulously, * which is worth the

pains of getting ?
*

** * I should like notice of that question,'

replied the learned man thoughtfully, stab-
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bing him twice in the back with a dagger

which he had brought for that purpose,

* I should Hke notice of that/

** He then pushed the body into the

vacant place and paced homewards, deep

in meditation,

'' And that/' said the Professor slowly,

lighting his pipe, '* reminds me that a certain

Person of Importance who has just returned

from an American tour was impressed

with the eagerness of his American friends

to visit London, which they look on as the

social centre of the world* * The fact that

we have such a number of titled people,*

he says, * appeals to them. They are

happy to shake hands with a baronet, de-

lighted to greet a lord, and enraptured on

meeting a duke,* Well, I like it. We
were just like that ourselves till about a

hundred years ago, you recollect. Some
of us are like that now, I am not per-

sonally, of course, I would not dream of

making a song about mixing with the

4
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nobility. It does not affect me one way or

the other,

** If I chose to do so/' continued Pro-

fessor Plodsnitch warmly, *' no doubt I

could give my conversation a very exclusive

air. Only yesterday, for instance, I was

speaking to a lady who had tea the other

day with the sister of an EarL But, of

course, it is different with Americans, and

seems to call for poetry. For example :

" Be still, be still, my flutt'ring heart.

We are about to meet a Bart.

And again

:

" It strikes a solemn, sacred chord.

To be presented to a Lord.

And again

:

" Heaven, hear my thanks ! This is no happy fluke !

This day I was be-nodded by a Duke.

I certainly think someone ought to draw

up a tariff for the benefit of visitors, I

should certainly consider a nod from a

Duke, for instance, as equal to, if not better
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than, the loving embrace of six Barts* In

fact, taking the ducal nod as our standard,

we may calculate roughly that it is equal

in value to a smile from an Earl, a hand-

shake from a Marquis, an affectionate

greeting from three Barons, and (as we

have said) a real loving hug from half a

do2;en Barts. Our American visitors should

know this, I think,

** Nothing,*' said the Professor, in a loud

and angry voice, **
is more ridiculous and

nauseating than the way some people go

about boasting of having been nodded to

by a Bart. Those of us who are in almost

daily contact with the higher grades of the

nobility laugh most confoundedly up our

sleeves at them, I can tell you. I am not

the sort of man to display an ill-bred and

ostentatious pride in this sort of thing,

but I might say (for the benefit of my
American friends) that the Duke of

was very amused the other say when I told

a funny story about one of these Bart.-
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fanciers. At least, I think he was. I was

quite close to His Grace. Anyway, within

a table or two. He lifted his right eyebrow

to me quite half an inch, I noticed. That

sort of thing must be very gratifying to

people who run after Barts. ; but, of course,

I was not affected by it one way or the

other.

*' And while we are on the topic of

America,'' said Professor Plodsnitch slowly,

**
I am informed by someone who has read

a great deal of the poetry of Mr. Alfred

Noyes that the poet greatly favours the

violet for professional purposes, as Mr.

Wordsworth did the daisy. During Mr.

Noyes' recent American lecture tour a

friend of mine observed that nearly every

time the poet gave a reading his wife sat

in the audience, wearing a bunch of violets

in her gown ; which I consider a graceful

tribute to art. The violet is lovely enough

to inspire any poet, and it has the advantage

of being easy to remember and to work into
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a line. Not every poet is so well accom-

modated. The case of A2;rael Murk, a

poet of my acquaintance, comes back to

me in this connection. In comparison

with the ruck of modern poets A^rael Murk
suffered from a bitter handicap. His tutors

had neglected to give him a grounding in

botany when he was young, and he used

to foam at the jaws at the careless ease with

which the Georgians trilled off the fragrant

country names of flowers which had inspired

them.
'* The well-known * Ecstasy * of Popjoy

Shacklebolt, in particular, drove him into

a frenzy. You recollect it ? It begins :

*' Shepherd's Toe, Pumphrey, Old Man's Knee,
Pugwhisker, Pig's Foot, Whurr-Be-'Ee,

What can I heap at the feet of my Rose
Sweeter then Bungweed and Old Dog's Nose ?

** And so,*' said the Professor in a lyrical

tone, ** the subsequent discovery (as you

remember) on Azrael Murk's dead body of

a fragment of vers lihre beginning

—
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** A gamopctalous corolla falls off in one piece.

But a corolla which is continuous with the axis

(Ah ! Tears, and the ashes of tears !)

May remain in a withered or marcescent state

—

was all one could expect/'

So saying. Professor Plodsnitch with an

agreeable bow arose, put on his hat, and

walked out before anyone could say a word.
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The clock in the smoking-room of the

Green Goose whirred and struck eight de-

liberately. On its last note Professor Plod-

snitch burst quickly through the door,

hung up his hat, bawled for coffee, lit his

great pipe Joyeuse, and immediately ad-

dressed the company as follows :

** The Snowdrop Pri^e for Maiden In-

nocence is awarded this week/' said the

Professor slowly, '' to a lady in the Ziegfeld

FoUies* This lady (whose lovely legs are

insured for $2,000,000) has just become
engaged to a young millionaire. Speaking

to an interviewer in New York, she

said:

*' * I did not know that Ralph was wealthy

until after we were engaged. I never

planned to marry for money.*

5 33
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** Did we say that the lady was a member
of the Ziegfeld Fol . Yes, we did*

'' Nothing so charming, I think/* added

the Professor, puffing thoughtfully, '' has

happened since Poppy Gink of the Lino-

leum chorus married Hank P, Bunk, son

of the tinned tomato king. Mr. Bunk

wooed the maiden incognito. She thought

he was a poor man. Night after night he

drove modestly up to the stage door with

a simple pair of diamonds in his shirt

front and only three rings ; his car was the

humblest kind of Rolls, and the fittings

were only platinum and silver. Speaking

with great emotion to an interviewer after

the marriage. Miss Gink said :

^* * I would never have married Hank had

I known he was rich. I wanted to marry

a good poor man, and have a modest little

home where I could go on looking after

my aged mother and doing my plain sewing

and Church work. It was a great shock

to me when he told me after we were en-
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gaged that he was a wealthy man, and even

now I can scarcely believe it/

** Mr. Hank P. Bunk said :

** * Yes. It is quite true. I wanted to

be loved for myself alone. I did not think

she would discover the truth so soon. I

do not know who told her I was rich. It

was a big chance, but I am satisfied the risk

was worth it/

** Thank heaven there is still some Ro-

mance left in the world.'^

As no one contradicted him, the Professor

stirred his coffee and resumed :

** The second bassoon player at one of

the theatres, it seems, has been present at

370-odd performances without seeing a bit

of the play, since he sits under the * apron
*

of the stage. So the conductor has given

him a night off and a couple of seats to see

a show to which he has only been able to

listen for eleven months or so. Everyone

will probably remember in this connection

the case of Oswald, the third oboe at the
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Linoleum when Heptameron Hours had its

record run» After eleven months in the

depths Oswald saw the play for the first

time, and next day it was observed that he

was pale and serious and moaned into his

oboe a great deal. Beyond breaking into

a short metallic laugh when questioned,

however, he made no complaint, and to a

representative of the Woodwind Gazette and

Weekly Grumpheteer he said :
' I am all right.

There is nothing the matter with me/
'* Even at the inquest,*' said the Professor,

producing a bulky notebook from an inner

pocket and consulting it,
** the matter was

not entirely cleared up, as the evidence

shows. The doctor said that Oswald was

a healthy oboe and there were no marks

of violence. The author then gave his

evidence, after which the coroner put a

very significant question.

** The Coroner :
* Do you think his

seeing the play had anything to do with

his death ?
'
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*' The Author :
' I do not think so, I

have witnessed it myself without the least

ill effect/

** The Coroner :
' Could you tell the

Court the reason why you wrote this play ?
'

'' The Author (after a pause) :
' I would

prefer not to answer that question/ (Hisses

in Court.)

'' The Coroner :
* I must remind you

that you are in a very serious position.

Oboes must be protected. Theirs is at

the best a dangerous profession. Where is

the conductor ?
'

'' (The Conductor is called and sworn.)

'* The Coroner :
* Do you keep the oboes

in a separate compartment, or allow them to

mix freely with the bassoons ?
'

'' The Conductor ;
* We have great diffi-

culty, sir, in preventing the bassoons from

attackmg them.*

'* The Coroner :
' The bassoon is savage

in captivity ?
'

'* The Conductor :
' Yes, sir. Especi-
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ally when defending its young and during

the run of such a play as this/

** The Coroner :
' No doubt this un-

fortunate oboe, unnerved by this proximity,

would be more liable to succumb to the

sudden ordeal of witnessing the play ?
*

** The Conductor :
' That is possible,

sir/

'^ Well, as you know," concluded Professor

Plodsnitch confidentially, '' the coroner re-

turned a verdict of * Manslaughter,* and

committed the author for triaL He only

got off by influence/'

There was a silence, after which the Pro-

fessor, finishing his coffee and relighting his

pipe, coughed twice and said meditatively :

** I am glad to see that a recent assault

charge arising from a regrettable scene at a

London ping-pong club has been amicably

settled. It appears that a gentleman,

angered by the fact that another player was

out of his turn, smacked him passionately

and threw a ping-pong ball at him ; which
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is an example of the hotbloodedness of this

game and the maddening enmities it en-

genders* You will find no reference to it

in the authorised version of the late Mr,

Collinses famous Ode on the Passions, but

we owe to the research of my friend Pro-

fessor Bodger the discovery of a few stanzas

which Collins probably suppressed as being

too violent*

'* In these stanzas the poet describes the

effect of certain headstrong games on frail

humanity. Here is a curiously appropriate

extract* Observe the quaint, formal eight-

eenth-century personification

:

"—But with a frown

Ping Pong impatient rose.

He threw his bloodstained bat in thunder down.
And with an awful look.

His rimless pince-nez off he took.

And, while rubescent fury tinged his snout.

He gave the referee a fearful clout.

And ever and anon he beat

The passers-by with furious heat.

And though sometimes, each dreadful pause between.

Dejected Patience at his side

Shuffled and dealt and sniff'd and cried.

While all aghast beheld the dreary scene.

He slapp'd them all and puU'd their made-up neck-ties out.
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** Naturally the eighteenth century would

not stand this sort of evil and lawless

fury, so Mr. Collins (as Professor Bodger

thinks) cut the stanzas out and suppressed

them/'

Having relapsed into a brown study for

some minutes, during which a desultory

conversation arose, Professor Plodsnitch

suddenly quelled the babble by striking the

table twice with his great pipe. After which,

in a loud and commanding voice, ** From a

thoughtful and well-reasoned essay on the

advantages of a certain brand of soft-pedalled

American typewriter,'' he said, **
I learn

that the average typist uses 7,000 pounds of

energy daily in typing. The way this is

worked out is very fascinating—all about

ounce-inches and foot-pounds, and so forth,

and it amounts, I think, to this, that the

daily energy expended by neat-fingered

Phyllis is enough to lift a rectilinear paral-

lelepiped, at a temperature of 60 degrees

Fahr. through three dimensions at a rate
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of 50 foot-pounds per second. It also (says

the advertisement) makes her lose her looks

and charm, but I suppose that is inevitable

when one does such scientific things.

'' Does that ' foot-pound/ by the way,

convey anything to you ? You should know

about it. The Encyclopaedia Britannica

(Vol. Edw to Eva) says it is ' the quantity

of work done in lifting a pound a foot high

from the sea level in the latitude of London/

and I hear that every engineer has to do it.

Once a month there is a test, and I am told

it is heartrending to see a very fat engineer

trying vainly to lift his pound a foot high

and staggering back with womanish tears.

Some engineers, I believe, can easily lift

a pound a foot high in Penzance, or Man-

chester, or Stow-on-the-Wold, but it has

to be done in the latitude of London, which

makes it infinitely more exacting. Hence

several pound-lifters who come up with great

provincial reputations have failed the final

test, and after an examination day the place

6
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is littered with the spare parts of suicidal

engineers*

*' Obviously it is no profession for weak-

lings."

So saying, Professor Plodsnitch seized his

hat, saluted the company, and retired in

good order.
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** The National Institute of Industrial Psy-

chology/' said Professor Plodsnitch, bursting

suddenly into the smoking-room of the

Green Goose, **
is now testing the young

for a small fee and making a scientific report

on the aptitudes discovered. In this way
the bricklaying temperament (say) is dis-

tinguished from the temperament whose

natural outlet is the glue industry; and

this is all to the good, I am told that a

bricklaying temperament is one of the

most difficult, its chief outward manifesta-

tion being a dreamy introspective languor

which may, if not checked, develop into a

morbid distaste for modern industrial condi-

tions* It is then the duty of the psycholo-

gist to direct, with infinite love and tender-

ness, the patient's temperament into its right
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channel ; beginning with laying one brick

an hour, and gradually increasing the pace

to three or (in extreme instances) four*

*' I was told the other day of a strange

case. A young man came to the Institute

complaining that he could find no relief for

his emotions but in the writing of Expression-

ist Verse. He spoke jerkily and waggled

his hands, and a high flush betrayed the

raggedness of his nerves. The Chief Ex-

pert at once put the youth through a course

comprising

—

Testing the blood,

Comparing the reflexes,

Scrutinising the ego.

Analysing the complexes.

Tabulating the reactions.

Sterilising the ganglions.

Segregating the phagocytes,

after which, taking off his glasses and wiping

his brow, he said to the youth, ' Be of good

cheer. You are not really a poet. Your
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temperament is that of a maker of piston-

rods for engines used in the manufacture

of rags used for polishing the popple-valves

of the machines which punch the holes in

spaghetti/

'' At which the youth, praising heaven at

this discovery, went away with a light

heart and achieved his destiny.

'' And that reminds me/' said the Pro-

fessor, fumbling in his pocket, '* that the

case of the old gentleman of Deal who carried

a pearl button about in his ear for seventy

years till it dropped out the other day is one

more instance of the carelessness of nurses.

It was probably about the year 1851 (when

everybody was talking about the Great Ex-

hibition) that the old gentleman's nurse

mislaid the button. She was, I expect,

so excited about the Duke of Wellington,

the new crinolines. Prince Albert's whiskers,

the man who carved the old lady of Belper

with a carving knife, the opening of a free

library at Liverpool, and other things, that
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it was quite a long time before she remem-

bered to hold the baby upside down on the

off-chance that he might be harbouring the

button,

'' So Nurse just gave him a perfunctory

shake, and as nothing fell out she said,

* Drat the child/ and went on talking about

the Prince Consort's whiskers ; and when

Cook tactlessly harped once more on the

lost button, saying ^ Lawks, baby must *a*

swallowed it,* Nurse became very angry,

and said that what with this and that, and

only two footmen kept, and some people

expecting a person to run their brasted legs

off all day and cold meat on Sundays, and

buttons the price they were—well. Nurse

went properly off the deep end and forgot

about the button. So the baby grew up

and wore whiskers and lost his hair and

became an old gentleman at Deal, and only

found that button the other day. He re-

minds me of a friend of mine who, in the

early days of motoring, used to create a
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terrific clatter at dinner parties by reason

of nuts, bolts, washers, and spare parts

falling out of his ears into the soup. He
used to spend most of the day lying under

his car tinkering at its vitals, and when he

sneezed the air was full of ironmongery.

His gentle and apologetic way of fishing for

nuts and bolts in his neighbour's soup or

(if necessary) down his neighbour's back,

however, endeared him to everybody."
'* And yet," said a tall pale youth with

glasses, "it is pr
"

''
I hear," said the Professor rapidly,

'' that a London bookseller recently found it

necessary to issue a warning to browsers.

You know browsers. You are probably

browsers yourselves. At any rate, this

honest bookseller, driven to madness, rushed

into his shop holding aloft a ragged-edged

volume, and protested against the practice

of cutting the leaves of new books with the

finger and thumb, at the same time offering

bitterly to supply knives to all who de-

7
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manded them. The assembled browsers

gazed on him with lack-lustre eyes, keeping

a finger in the page where they left off, and

then fell once more to their reading. If I

were a bookseller I should issue forth at

intervals and harry these fellows with fire

and sword and horrid yells. I was in a

bookshop only yesterday when a browser

of my acquaintance came in, went to a shelf,

took down a book with easy assurance,opened

it at a certain page, and went on reading.

After a quarter of an hour the fellow so

irritated me that I lost the thread of a book

I was glancing at—quite casually. I looked

up. A wild, evil face was regarding us from

behind a rampart of books ; it was the book-

seller, lurking there with hell in his heart.

''
I stepped up to my friend and tapped

him on the shoulder. * Beware of the

bookseller,' I said. ' He has a frenzy in

his eyes. He may spring.*

** My friend said, yawning, ' He has an

absurd temper. I finished a book here
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the other day and called for the second

volume. Perhaps I was a httle brusque

—even peremptory. At any rate, he made

a fearful scene/
''

' Tck, tck/ I said sympathetically.
''

' Yes/ said the fellow. ' I had to go

home with the book I was reading in order

to get a little peace. That provoked a

fresh fit of temper in the breast of this

ignoble bookseller. Even when I patted

him, quite kindly, on the head he would not

be reasonable. Do you mind going away ?

I wish to go on reading.' As I went out I

will swear the bookseller was stealthily

whetting a little dagger behind his rampart.

Ah, well, we shall soon hear.

** And that," said Professor Plodsnitch,

sipping his coffee, *' reminds me that I read

in the papers yesterday the romantic life-

story of somebody who began in America

with £3 a week and is now a millionaire,

partly owing to his own initiative, ambition,

concentration, and industry, and partly
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owing to his having married a lady worth

£6,000,000, Instances of this kind are

—

I say it frankly—an inspiration* You may

remember the inspiring sermon preached

by the Rev, Boanerges Boomer at the funeral

of Mr, Midas Baggs, the great financier.

Speaking with great emotion, the rev,

gentleman said :

'* * Such a life as his, laborious and beau-

tiful, was a monument of Service, not Self,

Whether authorising a 5i per cent, divi-

dend in Boojum Prefs,—and I need hardly

remind you, my brethren, that the autho-

rised capital exceeds £5,000,000—whether

issuing 60,000 half-paid shares in Gumbo-
Gumbos (which have so signally justified

the simple trust that he placed in Providence

by rising subsequently to 68 1-5) ; whether

directing the amalgamation of Ju-Jar, Ltd,,

with 'Nbongo Concessions, Ltd,—a feat

involving some £50,000,000 of capital ; in

all these things, my brethren, the beauty

of his character was made manifest. He
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sought no notoriety ; nay, he shunned it*

His life was pure and self-denying ; and

the 9 per cent. Ordinary shares in Ju-

Bongos, once a meagre 8s. 6c?., now, by

the beneficent favour of a Power which

shaped his ends, stand at no less than 35s.*

** So saying the Rev. Boanerges broke

down and wept for some minutes, the con-

gregation joining him in this tribute of

affection and respect.*'

** The ethos of capitalism ** began

the pale youth.

'* You have doubtless read," continued

the Professor, turning a glazed eye upon

him, ** what Dean Inge said yesterday.

He said, * The really strong men have taken

very little account of the verdict of their

contemporaries,' A certain weakness of

mine for Strong Men," said the Professor

slowly, *' leads me to snap up eagerly any

information that sheds any light on their

habits and customs. I don't mean those

people with bulging muscles—a deplorable
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spectacle—who lift weights on the music-

halls, but the Strong Men with Steely Eyes

who Do Big Things* The jaw which goes

with these things is, I am told, a matter of

careful practice. * Hark, mamma," says the

Strong Man's child, * someone is feeding

the horses/ * Hush, dear,* says the mother,

' that is papa developing his Iron Jaw. He
is out to win the Silver Bowl this time.'

The Bowl of course, is given by the Strong

Men among themselves for the Best Iron

Jaw of the Year. So I am indebted to Dean

Inge for the information that the Really

Strong Man does not care a dump for the

opinion of his contemporaries. Contem-

plate with me the evening scene at the club

where Strong Men forgather. Observe

that each one is aloof and silent, communing

with himself. * Has my Conduct to-day

Been Worthy of Me ? Have I done Some-

thing Big, Something Strong ? Have I

been sufficiently Ruthless ? I have broken

Smithson, Johnson, and Robinson. Could
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I have broken Jimson, Timson, and Pimson ?

/ could. Weak. Weak/ He bows his

head. Let us hasten away on tiptoe. It

is not meet for us to ga^e upon a Strong

Man*s agony.
'' However/' said Professor Plodsnitch,

nimbly skipping round the table, ** such

delicacy of feeling is hardly likely to appeal

to such a collection of numbskulls and
cretins as I see around me here."

He was out of the door before a suitable

reply had occurred to anyone.
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The hands of the clock were crawling to-

wards the half-hour when a sudden crash

announced the arrival of Professor Plod-

snitch. Bursting briskly into the room
and ignoring the sharp-nosed intellectual

who was holding forth on the Impermanence

of the Suppressed Ego, the Professor, calling

loudly for coffee, coughed three times and

addressed the company as follows :

'* I perceive with some misgiving that

the depression in agricultural circles con-

tinues. It is said to be purely economic

and to be curable by co-operation among
the leaders of the agricultural industry. I

doubt it. There are deeper causes. You
have probably," said the Professor, fumbling

in his pocket and producing a sheaf of

papers, *' forgotten the inquiry instituted
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by the Board of Agriculture some years ago.

The evidence of Mr. Jeremiah Mumble, a

Wessex peasant, and of Mr. Isaiah Rumble,

a Shropshire lad, seems worth quoting.

'' Mr. Mumble said on oath :

** * My name is Jeremiah Mumble. I

am an agricultural labourer, and I have

lived in Wessex for the past eighty years.

During practically the whole of that period

I have been joyless. When I was twelve

years old I felt as though I were in the grip

of some blind relentless Fate, and the feeling

has never since left me, even when slicing

swedes. I do not know Mr. Thomas Hardy

personally, but I understand he is a comic

writer. On December lo, 1894, when Bess

was hanged, I felt a sudden attack of mirth

coming on, but was able to check it in time.

As regards the future, the third tree from

the left in the lower turnip field is the one

I have selected to end my life from. I am
not hopeful about that. There is probably

a worse to come.'
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** Mr, Rumble said :

'* * My name is Isaiah Rumble. I am
eighty-nine years of age and a Shropshire

lad. I have had a great many friends^ but

they are all underneath the clay. I call

them *' lads " mostly, but not in the cheer-

ful sense. I have heard of Mr. A. E.

Housman. He is, I believe, a contributor

to revues. I attribute my pessimism mainly

to the east wind on Wenlock Edge and the

clay. Some of my friends were hanged

at Shrewsbury, and the others were also

lads. I do not think a gravel or sandy soil

would have made any difference. I do not

think I despair less than the previous wit-

ness. We compared our desperations a

short time ago, and despaired pretty equally.*

''One naturally looks askance at co-

operation as a cure for this.*'

So saying, the Professor lit his great pipe

Joyeuse and fell into meditation. He then

took a sip of coffee and,sneezing in a thought-

ful manner, resumed in a loud voice :
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** I observe that at least one London

publisher has hit on a valuable idea for

saving one*s time. Just inside the wrapper

of a newly published novel there is a bold

announcement

—

WHAT THIS STORY IS ABOUT,

under which a concise resume of the plot

makes it quite clear what the author wishes

to convey* It would be a good thing if

other publishers took up this idea of ex-

plaining the plot of the books they publish*

Better still, get a really sympathetic writer

to do the little note.

** Let us/^ said the Professor, stirring

his coffee abstractedly, ** take an entirely

imaginary story called, say, * The Heart of

Hank Strongbow '

:

WHAT THIS STORY IS ABOUT

Hank Strongbow, the pride of the

Blue Jay Ranch, is on a visit to New York.
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* Hank * is a good fellow, but loud. He
may get on your nerves.

In an elevated railroad car a slim, pale,

exquisite young girl is jerked into Hank's

arms. This is Cherry Merton, a typist.

Around Cherry's love for Hank hangs a

series of hairbreadth adventures, hold-ups,

shoot-ups, frame-ups, wind-ups, and break-

ups. Finally love conquers all, and we leave

Cherry under the prairie moon in the arms

of her strong hero. Frankly, Cherry is a

little fool, and her pernicious habit of chew-

ing gum and saying ' kid * will no doubt

sicken you. She has (page 26) nice eyes,

however.

The subsidiary characters are rough-

necks, plug-uglies, mounted police, pre-

ventive officers, cow-punchers, and the rest

of the usual rabble. There is a great deal

of shooting and shouting.

You will like Old Man Josser, the best-

drawn character in this book. Unhappily

he appears in it only once (page 389, line 23),
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and we see only the rear portion of his

pants as he flashes past head first into the

lake*

Frankly, and on thinking it over again,

we advise you not to buy this book,

** That would about do.*'

'' I hardly think '' began the aggressive

poet in the corner, with bulging eyes.

'' And that,*' resumed the Professor,

producing a folded journal, '* reminds me
of a fine and striking passage in this month's

Decimal Educator which I propose to read

to you. It runs :

'*
' The Metric System gives little of the

emotional stimulus which forms the reward

of many a political or religious enthusiast,'

** With these rather sad words," said

Professor Plodsnitch in a voice tinged with

emotion, '' the writer of the biography of

Kalo Morven, the Apostle of the Metric

System, concludes his last instalment. I

am loath to agree with him. Looking back
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over a long life full of stirring and (I hope)

useful activities, I remember at least one

strange, romantic figure, pure of life and

burned up by a selfless, feverish energy, of

whom people said as he passed them in the

street with hasty tread and rapt, glittering

eyes, ' Hush. That is Goofer, the deci-

malist,' adding (as the Florentines did of

sad-eyed Dante), ' He has a hell of a time/
** But that, of course, was in the 'Nineties,

when the Emotionalist Group of the Deci-

mal Association was in the flower of its

passionate youth. Such names as Kilo

Gramm, Dorothy (' Dot ') Milles, and Deci-

ma Poyntz—great heavens, how they come

back to one !—were then on every lip. Older

decimalists shook their heads and said that

Decima was neurotic, and that the fearless

courage of her * Thoughts on Reducing the

Penny Postage to the £

—

Mil System * was

merely the reaction of reckless youth on

a romantic temperament. We who knew

Decima knew better. I shall never forget

9
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the slender girlish figure breaking into a

passion of weepings as she concluded her

last appeal to the National Association of

Chambers of Commerce, One of my most

sacred treasures is a letter from Decima

soon after that crisis. She wrote :

** * I feel the end is near. . Some-

thing in my heart seemed to snap when I

realised that the Postal Congress now en-

ables the ounce-user to send 28 grains for

the same postage for which the gram-user

could only send tv/enty. . . Oh, my friend,

the glory and the fire and the exaltation of

these last few months, the sweet pain of sur-

render to the Metric Ideal ! Such a sacrifice

demands (Shylock-like) its 453*591 grammes

(approx.) of flesh. I am ready to shed litres

of my blood for the Cause as well. .

Good-bye, my friend, my dear friend.*

** She passed away shortly afterwards.

Her memory is venerated by the Decimal

Association. Let no man say that there is

no emotional stimulus in such a life as hers."
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With these words the Professor, dissem-

bling his tears by a strong effort, dumbly

waved the company good night and went

out, falling twice over the steps with a terrific

crash.
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** Another British business man/' observed

the stout literary man in the corner, ad-

dressing the room at large, ** has just been

swindled. This time by a gold brick in

Russia/'

**
It is probable/' replied Professor Plod-

snitch, entering the smoking-room of the

Green Goose and briskly appropriating the

most comfortable seat, '' that a great deal

of indignation will be aroused among people

who think that our business men should be

protected. On the other hand," added the

Professor, fumbling in his never-failing

pockets and producing the usual sheaf of

papers, ''it is most likely their own fault,

for Auntie Dot, in her weekly * Chat on

Change ' in the Financiers' Friend and

Weekly Profiteerf is always ready to advise
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perplexed business men. Last week, for

example, she gave advice which was ex-

tremely valuable :

'' * Henry J. (Threadneedle-street) : No,

Henry, it was extremely silly of you to cash

the £500 cheque at sight for a perfect

stranger, especially as you think it is

a dud. One cannot be too careful in

business. You are too impulsive, dear,

and your kindness is, I fear, wasted on

such a man.
**

' Midas (Mincing-lane) : Silly boy !

Even if the American gentleman did assure

you that the brick was pure gold, why did

you not consult Auntie Dot before parting

with your £5,000 ? Write to me next

time.

" ^Willie H. (Capel-court) : Willie, dear,

hysterics will never do any good. Wipe

your eyes and be brave ! Remember that

business men are often deceived like that.

The pretty gilt Oil Shares certificates you

were landed with may be worthless in a
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money sense, but they make a sweet

wall-paper* Many of my business friends

have their entire house papered with

them/
'' Most of Auntie Dot's replies to cor-

respondents concern various kinds of con-

fidence trick and the Spanish Prisoner

Swindle. Business men are (it seems)

particularly susceptible to dishonest low-

browed men who take advantage of their

innocence and stick them. As Auntie

Dot herself remarked in a recent weekly

letter :

City 0009. Throgmorton Street, E.G.,

Wednesday.

** * Pets : I had such a pathetic letter from

Georgie Goldrox, of the Rubber Market,

yesterday I Georgie was walking down Fen-

church Street when a gentleman sold him

a rubber plantation in Iceland for £800 !

The gentleman spoke so nicely and appeared

so kind that Georgie naturally gave him

10
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the money at once, but a day or two later

he discovered that there are no rubber

plantations in Iceland! So you see, dar-

lings, you must be very, very carefuL

When any stranger offers to sell you

anything, never give him the money at

once, unless you are perfectly sure he is a

good man. Of course, some business men

have a kind nurse to look after them, but

those who haven^t should be all the more

careful

!

'* ' On Page Ten you will find the adven-

tures of Pop, Squawk, and Wolfie in the

Iron and Steel Market. What fun \

** * Your loving,

'* * Auntie Dot/

** As I say,** concluded the Professor,

*'
if all our business men in London took

their little troubles to Auntie Dot we

should hear less about their being swindled

day after day by plausible, but naughty,

men.
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'* But let us/* said Professor Plodsnitch

cheerfully, '' turn to less painful things. I

perceive that one of the more intellectual

theatres has been having one or two rounds

with the Censor over one of those tense

little sea dramas by the American play-

wright Eugene O'NeilL The Censor has

bestirred himself for some reason, and the

language of Mr. CNeill's rough mariners

has been toned down a trifle to drawing-

room standards. I confess that the work-

ings of the official mind are a little inscrut-

able. There is one word, for example,

which sailors (and others) use frequently.

It made a nine days* sensation in Mr.

Shawns Pygmalion, The Censor will have

none of it. In order not to offend polite

ears they have had to alter this robust

full-blooded word to 'ruddy.* Again, the

phrase ' G blast you * is prohibited,

but ' For *s sake ' is apparently fit

and respectable, and passes. I haven't

the play at my elbow, but I have no
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doubt that it is greatly improved by this

official correction ; and, anyway, it is Mr,

O'Neill's own fault for choosing to por-

tray rough, rude men who use such

language.

'* Anyhow," added the Professor, un-

tying a sheaf of dog's-eared papers, '* I

am now hard at work altering Act III of

a play in which a ship has to be scuttled

on the high seas. In the original, I am
afraid, it was rather rude in places, be-

cause the crew had been drifting about

in a state of mutiny, and their nerves

had affected their language. I have changed

all that, however. Let me quote you a

line or two from where the captain makes

the discovery. The crew are assembled

on deck :

'*
' Capt. Ironbeard : . . . And really,

gentlemen, this is too bad. May I beg the

gentleman who has done this to step for-

ward, and explain his action ? . Nobody .'*

Tut, tut. I beg of you !
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(A pause.)

'^ * Deadlight : If I may make a sugges-

tion, sir, I believe that Mr. Rumbelow

here might throw some light on the

matter.

'* * Capt. Ironbeard (pained) : Oh,

dear !

** * Rumbelow (desperately) : I assure you,

Captain Ironbeard, that I am fully cognisant

of the embarrassing position in which this

unfortunate incident has placed you. Never-

theless, it was I who, in a moment of irrita-

tion, removed the plug and allowed the sea

to enter.

** * Capt. Ironbeard (aghast) : Good graci-

ous, Mr. Rumbelow I

'' * First Seaman : Dear, dear !

*' * Second Seaman : Tck, tck !

" ' Third Seaman (angrily) : Such con-

duct deserves the gravest censure.

'^ * A Very Rough Seaman (growling)

:

Let us smack Mr. Rumbelow.
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** * A Very Profane Seaman (hissing) : Con-

found you, Mr, Rumbelow,
'' * Capt, Ironbeard (grieved) : Mr, Bar-

nacle ! Whatever Mr, Rumbelow may
have done, that is no excuse for lan-

guage unbecoming a man of taste. Pray,

gentlemen, withdraw while I endeavour to

extract an apology from Mr, Rumbelow,

who, I have no doubt, regrets this un-

fortunate occurrence as sincerely as any-

one,

** * [Exeunt crew, with murmurs of

** Thank you, sir,"' ** Naughty Mr, Rumbe-

low,'' *' Good gracious,'' *' Deary me,"

etc]

'

'* I fancy that will get past the

Censor all right. The title will have to

be altered from * The Ship of Blood
*

to ' The Ship of Rud,' But that is a

detail,"

** I once knew a seafaring man," began

the sharp - nosed poet in the corner,

'' who "
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'* While we are on the marine topic/'

proceeded the Professor in a determined

voice, " I may observe that it seems that

election agents are busy in the seafaring

ports. Any merchant seaman, pilot, or

fisherman who anticipates being away at

sea on November 15 may have his general

election proxy vote recorded by his wife

or some friend. Here, I fancy, is the germ

of a stirring tale such as Alfred Lord Tenny-

son dealt with in ' Enoch Arden.' What

about the long-lost seafarer who turns up

and finds his wife has voted against his

instructions ? You of course remember

the flowing narrative of ' Enoch Arden,"

and how the missing mariner reappears and

finds that his wife has merely married

another man. If the word ' savour ' creeps

into the more tragic narrative which I pro-

pose reciting to you at this moment,*' said

the Professor, closing his eyes and sighing

deeply, '' it is probably because Mr. Arnold

Bennett's front name is Enoch. However,
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here is Moses Baddun, our wanderer, back

in the old home town after many years :

** But Martha Gloop was good and garrulous

Nor let him be, but often breaking in

Told him, with other annals of the port.

How George's asthma kept on getting worse

And Henry Bulp kept chickens, and the nose

Of Auntie Hamps grew daily ruddier—said

To be dyspepsia. Moses savoured it.

Oh, savoured it intensely : only when she said

' Your wife is now the wife of Frederick Slink,

And has three children and a rabbit run,'

He shook his old bald head pathetically.

Repeated muttering, ' —and a rabbit run,'

And said, ' Come, tell me, let me know the worst.

Has she betrayed the faith I placed in her ?
'

But Martha, fearful
:

' Why, she voted Lab.'

And Moses, hoarsely :
' Blast her, I said Lib.

The day before I sailed for 'Merriky

I said, ' Vote Lib., you devil. Lib. or nowt.

Remember Cobden's words in '66,

And what the Old Man said at Birmingham.

'

And so, with many a fierce and darkling oath.

Swiftly he turn'd and leapt adown the street

Down to the neat-cropt garden where his wife

Sat coyly with a Labour canvasser.

And shrieking, ' Lib., not Lab. !

' he swung his club.

And bang'd them both, and gnaw'd their ears and necks,

Crying out fiercely, ' Judas I Traitress ! Dogs !

'

And leapt away and caught the next up train

And took the next boat back to Africa.

And when they found the pair the little port

Had seldom seen a messier spectacle.
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'* I fear some of Mr, Masefield's breezy

words have crept into it as well. But no

matter/'

There was silence for some minutes, after

which a stout man near the window ob-

served that the evenings seemed to be

drawing in.

**
I beg your pardon ? " said Professor

Plodsnitch abruptly, waking from a brown

study.

** The evenings/' said the stout man,

''seem to
"

** At last, I observe," said the Professor,

addressing the company at large, ** a way

has been discovered of coping more satis-

factorily with the Chorus in revivals of Greek

drama. The Chorus has always been a bitter

nut for a modern producer to crack ; its

function, as everyone knows, being to hang

round aimlessly and make irrelevant remarks

while somebody is being murdered with

fearful screams, and also to engage the

Messenger in conversation when he arrives

II
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panting and exhausted. In a performance

of the Electra of Euripides the other

afternoon, however, the Dalcro^e Society

took the Chorus in hand and made them

move eurhythmically, the choral passages

being sung by hidden singers to the music

of flute, harp, and drum.
**

It is a moving sight," pursued the Pro-

fessor mystically, '* to contemplate (as you

can in London, Paris, and Vienna, some-

times) stout ladies solemnly performing the

Dalcro^e evolutions and skipping like young

he-goats upon the mountains ; but un-

doubtedly it is better that the Greek Chorus

should move in rhythm than that it should

hang about like a group of Gumbles round

the village pump on Sunday. But I fear

the Chorus will always appear strange to

eyes unused to the Greek convention unless

we give them something to occupy them

during their leisure periods. They might

gather in clusters at the back and chat

dumbly, as they do in our musical comedy

;
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or they might do a little squad-drill during

the longer speeches. Then when the mur-

der begins and the Leader gives the signal

they might assemble again :

'' The Leader (clearing his throat) : Alas !

I hear a frantic woman's screams.

** First Old Man (quickly) : Dreams are

we all, and all our actions dreams*

'' Second Old Man (peevishly, to Third) :

How did he think of that ?

'' Third Old Man (enviously) : Just luck.

'' The Leader : Say, shall we rush to

save, and nothing reck ?

(A pause.)

'' Fourth Old Man (gloomily) : What use <

We'll only get it in the neck.

(A pause.)

** The Leader (hopefully) : Then since it

is decreed, this bitter wrong. Suppose we

give 'em just another song ?

'* Everybody agrees that that is the only
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thing to do in the circumstances, so they

strike up a stasimon about wishing that they

were all birds and could fly away and be at

rest, and so forth. To make it more natural

there should be one old man who loves

singing and will not stop at the right time*

** (Enter Orestes on the palace steps, with

a blood-stained dagger.)

'' Seventh Old Man (lustily : O that I were

a dove, With wings like driven snow
** Chorus (scandalised) : S-sh !

** Seventh Old Man (angrily) : What

d'you mean ?

** The Leader (hissing) : Shut up !

'' Seventh Old Man (nastily) : Well,

there's another verse, isn't there ?

** Chorus (scandalised) : S-sh ! S-ssh !

** The Leader : No. There isn't.

** Seventh Old Man (very annoyed) :

Well, there always was when I played with

Kallikrates at the Apollo.

'' (Retires moodily to the back. Orestes,

frowning, begins his speech.)
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** I don't say that this is in the Euripi-

dean or the Sophoclean tradition, but at

least it makes the Chorus less of an abstrac-

tion and more homely/'

So saying the Professor reached down his

hat, and, bowing gracefully, made for the

door amid a respectful silence,

** The evenings,'' said the stout man,

coughing, '* seem to be drawing in/'
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** To-night/' said Professor Plodsnitch,

bursting into the smoking-room of the Green

Goose, **
is a Literary Night. I propose

to read to you one or two short (but ex-

quisite) examples of the American short

story, all dealing with the simple, throbbing

problems of domestic life. Each story is

by an acknowledged master of the craft,

and each is certified entirely free from, de-

leterious matter of any kind. I have pro-

cured the series (at enormous expense) for

incorporation into my forthcoming treatise

on the Fallacy that True Literature must

of necessity be Smirched by the Baser

Passions. Our first story,'' proceeded the

Professor, hastily drinking his coffee and

unfastening a bulky sheaf of papers, ''
is

by Sadie Billing Cutts. It is not a Problem

12 ^9
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Story, but a slice of life that will go straight

to the heart of every thinking man and

woman/'

So saying and without further prelimin-

aries, Professor Plodsnitch cleared his throat

loudly and read :

LEFT OUT

By Sadie Billing Cutts

How does one solve a problem when

one can't ? Of course, every problem is

easy unless you just don't know how to

solve it» Well.

Mamie, the dark-eyed, pink-cheeked

wife of Hiram J. Skellup, sat in the two-

pair back watching the drip-drip of rain on

the pumpkin patch. She listened to her

husband's uncle Jake as he paced up and

down the narrow vestibule, calling de-

jectedly :

* Look at the rain, Mamie,' and she

replied :
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* Yes» How wet it makes everything/

though she didn't think so at alL What

should she say to Hiram when he came up

tired and hungry from down-town and

brought her his usual little gift of candy and

succotash ! She had a strange feeling that

she would beat his face in with it*

So the dreadful endless day dragged on

till Hiram—big, manly Hiram, big Angel

Man—came at last, leaping up the elevator

shaft and flinging his hat in the ice-box* As

he caught her to him shemurmuredstrangely:

* You left it out last night/ meaning that

that was the end, but he only crushed her

more closely, saying :

* Cats always come back, anyway,' and

she leaned against him and said :

' You never fail me, my Big Man,* and

he announced :

' That's the big idea, anyway,' and as

his arms folded her closer she sighed :

* Sure thing/

THE END.
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** Our second/^ pursued Professor Plod-

snitch, after the applause had died away,
*'

is the work of Ethel Biggins Delaney, and

is just a short sweet Home Life story for

wives* This is the story of a wife who

didn't—well, you shall hear*

TO GOODS SUPPLIED

By Ethel Biggins Delaney

Oh no ! They hadn't warned her

!

Heavens ! how hadn't they warned her ! She

had been won by the glitter of his uniform*

He was a Sanitary Inspector* They didn't

know anything about his people* * * *

Nothing* No*

As Joanna Jowlott walked back from

the gum-store the bees were buzzing in the

maples* There was an old man digging

for clams in the garden* * * * Oh, those

thoughts that clasped and clung, those

thoughts that stung and flung and blamed

and flamed* Four years ago—and now it

was all over ! Her mother had said

;
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* You gotta divorce him, Joanna. It's

sure the real smart thing to do/ And
Joanna had answered, headstrong, ' Nix/

But now she watched the logberries

swell and ripen, and she said to Martha,

the old woman

:

* lt*s a beautiful world,' and Martha

said:

' Sure. Struggle is not beautiful. Is

life ? Or is just dying more beautiful than

just paying ? You gotta get away. Honest

—life is. It gives—life does. Get me ?
*

And Joanna sobbed, * Guess I do,' and

stumbled away—away back to the little

house where she found him—Otis, her

husband—lying on his back and chewing

gum, sadly, wearily, pitiably, helplessly.

* Oh, Otis !
' she sobbed, flinging herself

on her knees.

* Ain't you gonna do it ? ' he said dully,

and she whispered

:

* No. I ain't gonna.'

He grasped her tightly. * You ain't

!
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Ah! Life—it pays? No? Yes? That's

the great thing 1 Worth it ? Perhaps ?

Sure* You get that ?
*

(Oh, spring and summer and the buzz

of bats in the belfry I Oh, Hfe ! Oh, death

!

Oh, joy ? Oh, promise ! Oh, hell !)

* Yes, Otis, dear* Fm here—back along

with you/
' Sure/

THE end/*

** The influence of Tchehov,** began the

pale youth with the shaggy head as the

Professor paused to light his great pipe

Joyeuse, **
is perhaps

'*

*' For our third example,*' said Professor

Plodsnitch in clarion tones, '' we will take

a story by Theophilus B. Geezer* Extra-

ordinary vision and far-reaching insight (as

I need hardly tell you) have brought Theo-

philus B* Geezer into the front rank of short-

story writers. After reading this poignant

Home Life story every thinking man or
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woman will ask ' Am I ? ' or (alternatively)

* Do they ?
'

MATRIMONY—FOR TWO

By Theophilus B, Geezer

Whenever I think of matrimony I think

of Otis P. Jay, That chartered-accountant-

like figure. That chartered-accountant-like

mind. For ever studying the human mind,

its inhibitions, prohibitions, exhibitions. .

.

What do people do ? How do they live ?

What do they carry forward, in a normal

year, to the depreciated sinking fund ? How
much do they write off the current account

at par ? What is the compound interest

on 594,632 dollars in 6 per cent, stock in

eight years on Wall Street on sight ? And

so on.

Two months after his marriage to Sadie

Popjoy, to whom he had proposed while

balancing the books of a rubber overshoe

company, Otis P. Jay came to me and told
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me in a distrait manner that Sadie had left

him.

He still loved her, he said. Ah—^he still

loved her

* What are Brahms ?
' he asked me

abruptly. I told him.

* She's been playing 'em/ he said

hoarsely. ' Hav * you ever heard of writers

called Arthur B. Tennyson and Robson H,

Browning, and Elsie M. Dell ?
'

His agony of mind was evident. He said

that since Sadie had been whirled into this

new intellectual sphere they had been

strangers—sundered, severed.

' Why ? ' he said again and again.

* Why ? Why ? She is spiritually mine,

in spite of the gulf between us.'

I said :
* Did not Shelley declare .

.'

* I know,' he said hoarsely. ' Dibbson

C. Shelley, Inc., declared a lo per cent,

pref. dividend at par, with a carry-over of

$10,000,000. What does that guy know

about it, anyway ?
'
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He staggered out, I gazed after him»
' Truly/ I thought, * here is love—for one

at least* And this is matrimony—for two,

at least. He is spiritually wedded to her,

at least—^who despises him. What can be

done ? What can he do ? What can she

do ? What can I do ? A Home Life story,

anyway/

I closed the door*

THE END*

'' We will next," said the Professor, after

sneedng twice and finishing his coffee, '' con-

sider a gripping story by Emma Dillson

Dudbody, who is herself a married woman
and the mother of nine :

THE TEST

By Emma Dillson Dudbody

It was incredible. What had happened ?

What had he done ? Had she done anything ?

What were they doing ? Was anything to be

done ?

13
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He opened the letter she had left and

read :

' Dear Waygood—I have left you till

Monday, Don't ask me why. The cold

bilberry pie is on the top shelf of the

fructidor, and you will find most of the

children about somewhere. Good-bye.

—

Sarah.'

She had gone ! He, Waygood, had been

. . left ! In his first shock of anger he

flung the children off his chair into the

vestibule. They kept on asking him the

usual questions, ' Why is a clam ? * * When
do unicorns ? * * How many dollars in a

goop ? * He felt strangely irritated.

He found her at the office. Waiting for

him.

' I sat behind you at dinner in Frit^

Kat^enjammer's rathskeller last night,' she

began coldly. ' You told the man you were

with that I had a face like a ham.'

He said dully, * I like ham anyway '

;

but she rose and shouted at him :
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* Fm going to stay with mother/
* Nope I

* said Waygood with exquisite

sarcasm.

' Yep/ She moved to the door and

turned back. ' The huckleberry squash is

on the lower shelf of the thermidor/ she said

cuttingly. ' You can keep the children.'

She flung open the door.

' Sarah !
' he cried desperately. * One

moment ! I implore you ? Listen !

'

She frowned. * Well ?
'

* Why is a clam ? * he said hoarsely.

She went out and slammed the door.

THE END.

'' And finally/' said Professor Plodsnitch,

fluttering his papers, '*
I think a Home Life

story by Mr. Joshua Guggleheimer, who is,

as you know, a novelist of some distinction,

will be fitting and seemly. This story, like

the others, is guaranteed to make every

thinking man and woman pause and say,

' Could it ? ' or, alternatively, ' Was I ?
'
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MISS FINICKEE

By Joshua Guggleheimer

He went upstairs. His wife was re-

clining on a settee. Since she had grown so

fat she never walked, but simply rolled

downstairs for meals and was hoisted back

in the lift. His daughter, Elfrida, sat by

her.

' There you are/ said his wife languidly.

' Here I am/ he found himself, as

usual, agreeing with her.

* Vm going to ask Miss Finickee to

dinner,* he said abruptly.

Elfrida giggled. ' I'll tell the world Pa

has sure got some taste," she said.

Beetleman frowned. Miss Finickee,

forty-five, thin, virginal, with large glasses

and feet, and splendid qualities, was his

stenographer. Now, since that wonderful

day when she typed a letter through with

only three mistakes, he had determined to

make her his partner.
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' She's got some brain/ he said sternly,

' Don't let your mother bulge over that

settee so/ And was gone.

When Miss Finickee arrived he had made

up his mind,
' Tm going to make you my partner/

he announced.

* Mr, Beetleman 1

'

Miss Finickee had arisen in anger. She

was choking,

* Mr. Beetleman ! How dare you

!

Whatever in my conduct
'

She sank back, ' You have a wife

already/ she said faintly.

His eyes ghttered. ' She doesn't

count/ he said, ' We can never get her

upstairs after dinner, I hate women

who stick half-way through doors, I am

sending her to Los Angeles for the orgy

season,'

Miss Finickee rose and went to the door.

* Cut that funny business right out, Mr,

Man/ she said cuttingly, ' Tell her to take
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Gobworthy*s Globules. Nix on me for the

triangle stuff/ And was gone.

He sat there, petrified. There was a

crash from above. His wife ! Always

rolling about the place ! And Miss Finickee.

So thin ! Always keeping herself to her-

self ! A perfect lady ! Life was like that

!

From above came the sound of a collaps-

ing settee.

THE END.*'

Having read the last words in a slow and

sonorous bellow. Professor Plodsnitch tied

up his papers, beamed kindly on the com-

pany, seized his hat, and went out.
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** It appears/' said Professor Plodsnitch,

looking up from the newspaper, ** that a

great gold rush to the Big Brook River,

Labrador, is expected in the spring. Those

of us who remember other gold rushes

—

the Klondike, for example, and the Dead

Man's Gulch rush in '88, and the Uitschoe-

plaagtje affair in '76—we remember all the

rough, rude, whiskered, hairy men who in-

spanned and outspanned and trekked and

untrekked side by side with us in those

stirring days. Rough ? Aye, perhaps.

Tough ? Aye, no doubt. But not all bad,

mark you. We might knock an old man on

the head in the afternoon for a nugget, but

nightfall invariably found us round the

camp fire dreaming of home. You have

probably seen pictures of us.

14 ^05
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** I am told that the manners of gold

rushers have changed a little since '88,

when men like Black Blake, the Brisbane

Basher, flourished* Black Blake
—

'pon my
soul, how it all comes back !—lacked polish,

perhaps, but he was a kindly fellow at heart.

One night after killing five husky men and

stamping on their faces he wept like a baby

because Little Lucy (a golden-haired child

they kept about the place to toddle in at

the right moment and reform the Bad Men
by piping * Are you my daddy ? ') had

broken her doll's arm* To-day, I under-

stand, everything is different.

'' The following extracts from Etiquette

for Rushers/* continued the Professor,

producing a little green book, ** in which I

have had the honour of collaborating, will

illustrate the new spirit. I take them

from Chapter X, * At the Diggings
*

:

' Good gracious I Here is a nugget I
*

* Pardon me, Sir I I believe I have the

prior claim,*
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' / heg your pardon^ Sir ! You are un-

doubtedly right. Allow me to wash the

nugget before handing it to you*'

* You are very kind^ Sir. But I perceive

your eyes are moist !
'

* A passing chagrin^ Sir. Pray do not

notice my foolish weakness/

' Perhaps, Sir, you will permit me to

return the nugget to you i I fear I have

wounded your feelings !
'

* No, Sir. Pray keep it.*

* I insist. Sir, on your accepting it !
*

* I cannot abuse your generosity,

Sir !
*

' Then let us give the nugget to the kind

Missionary over the hill for the Relief of

Dyspeptic Eskimos !
*

* With the greatest possible pleasure.

Sir !
*

** Naturally everything is much nicer in

the diggings nowadays.''

Somebody observed mildly that the new

spirit of courtesy had been rudely checked
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by a liner company which refused to

allow its stewards to associate with the

passengers*

Professor Plodsnitch said that he had

noticed (and deeply deplored) this action*

** My friend Mr, Macandrew (the well-

known engineer and friend of Mr, Kipling)

to whose notice I brought this/' said the

Professor with flashing eyes, '* obligingly

and at once at my request added a few lines

to his famous hymn, Mr, Macandrew

began in a loud voice :

" An' I ha' done what I ha' done, nae doot it wadna be

—

Ye mind that worrd ?—a deefferent thing fra* Deli to the Quay:

{Loose oat yon chuck-pump there, ye gowk, an' sheave the slockets

through,

Ye've time to bilge the binnacle an' carp the cogs anew !)

Lorrd, whaur ma gleamin' poppet valves slip drumly through

the stays,

I mind the grindin' o' the gobs an' the wheeshin' down the

ways

Free-will an' Grace an' a' the things whaurto I gave the blame.

Thou knowest, Lorrd, 'twas Keepling (R.) that made me say

that same !

I'm no so strrong on jography as yince I used to be

(Is Torres by the Ushant Light, or in the Caspian Sea ?)

But whaur ma gimrods clank an' creak an' havers in the brace

Weel . . . weel . . . weel . . .
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** * Well, anyway/ said Mr, Macandrew to

me frankly, * it's a pretty bad business al-

together, and I fear we should not have

cared for it at all in my time/ So saying

the ancient man said ' Hmphm * three times

and went away/'
*' The poetry of Kipling/' began the

sharp-nosed poet in the corner, ''
is

expr
"

*'
It is, I believe," said Professor Plod-

snitch in a ringing voice, '' a fact that a great

many Business Men say that they have no

patience to read English poetry. The

rambling and inefficient style in which the

poets wrap up their meaning makes it im-

possible for the Practical Man to waste

valuable moments over them. I believe

a lover of the Muses would meet a long-felt

want by choosing an occasional piece of

admired English verse and presenting it in

such a lucid, succinct, and efficient manner

that its gist may be grasped with the

minimum loss of time. Suppose," said
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the Professor, consulting a little pocket

diary, '* we begin with a little thing of

Browning's

:

HOME THOUGHTS FROM ABROAD

{A short poem about April and May)

Note.—April 5, Dividends on Consols due.

April 7, Fire Insurance due. May i,

Stock Exchange Holiday.

The poet Browning wants to he in Eng-

land in April because the elm is in

lea] and the chaffinch sings. The following

monthf however^ he wants to be in England

because the swallows are building and the

thrush sings. He says you would think the

thrush could not sing twice with the same

efficiency. This impression is, however,

erroneous,

** That is the sort of thing, I think. Now/'

resumed the Professor, glancing at an ABC
which lay at hand, ** let us try our hand at,

say, a little thing of Milton's :
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LYCIDAS

(A long poem about a young man drowned

in the Irish Channel)

Note.—Fishguard - Rosslare (G.W.R.),

from Padd. : 323 miles ; R»T. loo/o,

69/10, 58/7. Holyhead - Dublin

(L.N.W.R.), from Euston : 334J miles

;

R,T, 128/0, 90/3, 76/6.

The poet Milton evinces grief at the

loss of LycidaSf and plucks laurel berries

for that purpose. Observes that he had

formerly been occupied in the same agri-

cultural duties as his friend, and demands

of various fabulous persons (e.g., nymphs)

some explanation of neglect of duty. Finally

advises shepherds to weep no more, and

moves into an adjacent county.'*

There was subdued but sincere applause

as the Professor broke off to swallow a cup

of coffee.

** Croce/* said the pale young thinker in

pince-ne^, ** says that
*'
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** In selecting other well-known English

poems/' continued the Professor in an over-

powering voice, ** to present in a succinct

and efficient manner for the benefit of the

Practical Man, the anthologist would natur-

ally study particularly the needs of the

House and Estate Agent. Our next ex-

ample, therefore, is from the works of Alfred

Lord Tennyson :

MARIANA IN THE MOATED
GRANGE

£5,000* With 70-80 Acres

This is a poem about all that desirable

Messuage and choice Freehold Property

known as The Grange, situate in the most

attractive part of the Fen Country, and com-

prising an exceptionally well-appointed de-

tached Residence standing in own grounds

of (approx,) 70-80 acres, with finely tim-

bered Grounds and Orchard,

The poet Tennyson calls attention to
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the few necessary repairs to he undertaken

by the ingoing tenant—viz, broken sheds,

ancient thatch, etc. The present tenant is

a maiden lady of retired habits, much

troubled by bats. From her constantly

complaining of the non-appearance of a

person who is not mentioned by name, but

is probably the ingoing tenant, it is assumed

that the property can be advantageously

disposed of. The poet does not, however,

mention the Agents for this attractive Lot,

** Our next is a lyric for Practical Men

generally, by the same poet

:

* BREAK, BREAK, BREAK ^

(.4 Short Poem about the Fishing Industry)

Note*—The following pamphlets now

ready : The Annual Report of the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries for

1850 (Stationery Office, 2S, 6d,), * Ca'-

Canny in the Fishing Industry,' by H.

J. Codd, M.P. (Stationery Office, 6d,).

15
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The poet requests the sea to break on

its cold grey stones, and points out that the

younger element in the fishing industry and

the mercantile marine spends an appreciable

percentage of working hours in song and

play. Demands the touch of a vanished

hand, and, again requesting the sea to con-

tinue functioning as before, remarks that

the tender grace of a day which is dead must

be written off as a certain lossJ*

Ending on a high-pitched scream which

rattled every window in the room, the Pro-

fessor rose, seized his hat, and disappeared.
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Professor Plodsnitch had not been into

the Green Goose for some days, and it was

believed that he was away in the country

conducting, on behalf of the Government,

important researches into the frequency of

recurrent aphasia in the die-sinking and

relief-stamping trade. Hence conversation

deteriorated, and stout literary men and

haggard poets lifted up their puling voices

unchecked.
** That,'' boomed one of these mincing

pedants one evening after the Professor had

been absent some time, ''is a profitable

holiday which is being spent by a wealthy

Glasgow merchant of whom I read yesterday.

He is living in a caravan with gipsies with

whom he has discovered a kind of kin-

ship, and will probably return to Glasgow
117
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a. little wealthier than when he went

away/'
'' In this/' said Professor Plodsnitch,

bursting in unexpectedly and diving at once

into his favourite chair, ** in this he differs

from George Borrow, who only lived with

the gipsies for romantic and philological

reasons ; and a devilish tiresome fellow he

must have been in any encampment. No
wonder the old Romany lady tried to poison

him and poke his eye out with a sharp stick,

and generally convey a hint that he was

overstaying his welcome* It shows, I think,

what a thoroughly nice, refined girl Isopel

Berners was that she never threw anything

at Mr, Borrow when they lived in the dingle

and he pretended to teach her Armenian,

with all his stupid jokes. As for Mr. Petu-

lengro, I expect he said things about Mr.

Borrow behind his back which one couldn't

repeat, though to his face he was always

ready to exchange a few polite remarks about

the wind on the heath. One may," said the
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Professor warmly, clearing his throat pre-

paratory to one of his favourite exercises

in dramatic improvisation, ^^ imagine the

talk round the camp fire when Mr, Borrow

had breezily retired :

'' Mr, Petulengro (gloomily) : Far be it

from me to complain, but Fd like to know

how much longer that fellow's going to stay.

Who asked him, anyway ?

'* Mr, Hearne : You did,

*' Mr, Petulengro (hotly) : You're a

liar, I never did. I just said something to

him about the wind on the heath. He
loves that sort of thing,

** Third Gipsy (bitterly) : Silly old fooL
'* Mr, Petulengro : What I can't stand

about the bloke is the way he tells me the

Aryan derivation of every word I speak,

'' Fourth Gipsy : Keeps on contradicting

me about the way I pronounce Romany, too,

'' Mr, Hearne (decisively) : Well, there's

only one thing for it. Mother must poison

him.
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** Old Mrs. Hearne (snappishly) : It

mightn't kill him, fathead.

** Mr. Hearne (yawning) : Well, better

make sure. Poke him in the eye with a

sharp stick if he isn't dead. Good night.

(Retires.)

*' Mr. Petulengro (reflectively) : Well, he

would come. And now about that little

business of the horses we pinched yester-

day. . . .

(Goes on talking.)

** I take it that the frugal Glasgow citizen

endeared himself to the Romany nation in

other ways. Probably they will still be

talking in 2022 about the time Jasper tried

to do the Scottish gorgio out of a threepenny

bit.

** And that/' resumed Professor Plod-

snitch, after briskly swallowing his coffee

and lighting his great pipe Joyeuse, '' re-

minds me that Mr. Harry Kemp, America's

Tramp Poet (who lives, or has been livings

in Thurloe Square, South Kensington), has
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published a book calledMy Life of Tramping.

Our own Tramp Poet, Mr. W. H. Davies,

lives (or lived recently) in Mayfair, where

the rolling road of Piccadilly leads to the

wild, open heath of Hyde Park, and where

the shrill note of the taxicab driver is heard

on the sun-kissed slope of Hay Hill, and the

birds are in full flight in Swallow Passage.

I myself know a wild gipsy poet of a fellow

who lives merely on champagne and caviare

in a hut in the wildest part of Jermyn Street.

** Ah, well. As Horace says :
' Happy

the man who, far from bleating sheep and

roaring cows, finds peace and solace in

the friendly town.* My friend in Jermyn

Street (a Child of Nature if ever there was

one ; you should see him in his rough

picturesque clothes at night—^just a white

shirt with pearl studs, a silk hat, and

so forth) is about to publish a slim sheaf

of verse called A Gipsy in Jermyn Street,

being a sequel to A Pastoral of Princess

and The Road that Leads to Rector's.

16
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** Here/' said the Professor, closing his

eyes and reciting in a firm and sonorous

tone, **
is one of his last pieces :

" SONG.
" I know a hill

So still

Near Piccadill,

The tranquil air

Is softer there

Than Berkeley Square>

And a sweet bird flits

(Heigh! ho! At last !)

Past

The Ritz.

** Or in a more boisterous mood :

" SUMMER.
" O little house, O sacred roof.

The time is come to tramp again.

To take the road and shake a hoof

As far as Brompton, or South Ken.

The homing-cry of dukes at eve.

The duchess calling to her young.

Forbid my heart to pine and grieve

While summer's gifts are freely flung

—

So with a shouting song of joy,

I seek the heights of the Savoy.

*' It is like a heartening breath of Tube air,

is it not i
**

** The trend of the Georgian poets/'

observed a lusty compiler of anthologies
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who sat in the background, **
is more and

more towards the sweetly-simple. Shun-

ning the pink moons and purple negresses

and blue chimpanzees of another school

of modern poetry, they turn instinctively

to prattlings of (and with) lambs and trees,

and such innocent dalliance. This pretty

thing in a recent Georgian Anthology is, I

think, well known to all of us/*

He coughed and declaimed in a simple

manner :

" Half awake I walked

A dimly-sweet hawthorn lane,

Until sleep came

;

I lingered at a gate and talked

A little with a lonely lamb.

He told me of the great still night

Of calm starlight
—

"

*'
I trust,*' said Professor Plodsnitch, who

had been listening with his eyes closed and

beating time in a sort of unearthly rapture,

** the movement will spread. There is no

reason why a Georgian poet should not find

himself conversing with a cow, or a rabbit, or

even a pig. It is perhaps difficult to think, on
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the spur of the moment, of a topic of conver-

sation likely to interest a cow ; but there, after

all, is the test of a true poet. I have myself

composed a little poem which, perhaps, has

the root of the matter in it. It begins :

" Half asleep I crawled,

Athwart a brambled hedge,

My nerves on edge ;

I leaned against a tree and said ' Bow-wow *

Unto a lonely cow.

I asked her if the great round moon
Would lean and babble in her ear.

She said, * No fear.'

*' And so on, very pretty. I have another

one about a rabbit which begins :

" I saw a leaping, bounding rabbit,

' You have,' I said, ' the Gruschen habit.

Pray leap some more.'

He said I was a bore.

*^ And one about a pig, beginning

:

" One night, as merry as a grig,

I saw a pig.

He had no store of bright small-talk.

This wretched pork.

I cried, ' Now is the Virgin Huntress hunted I

'

He merely grunted.
• Behold the evening star 1

' I roared.

He simply snored.
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Look out for these pretty prattling things

in the next Georgian anthology/'

So saying, Professor Plodsnitch, beaming

on the company, wished them good night

and retired.
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It had been a wonderful May Day, all blue

and gold, with the larks and the Labour

Party singing melodiously together, A
velvet dusk had descended on London an

hour or more after Professor Plodsnitch

entered the Green Goose and roared in his

peremptory usual manner for coffee, brandy,

and lights. When the lamps were lit and the

coffee steaming before him the Professor

sneered twice and addressed the company

as follows

:

** This," said the Professor in a mellow

voice, ** is (as the maiden observes in the

poem) the maddest, merriest day all of the

glad New Year, And you know what came

of her early rising ; in a year's time she

had passed away, bequeathing her gardening

implements to her sister, with instructions

17 ^29
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to train the rosebush and (as far as I remem-

ber) pot out the early rhubarb. The Presi-

dent of the Royal Horticultural Society to

this day points to this model death-bed as

an example to froward and debased garden-

ers. But apart from this, I think we may

meditate with profit this May evening on

the truth that, though we may not all aspire

to become Queen of the May, the silent tomb

yawns equally for all of us, garden we never

so laboriously. The poem is, indeed, the

work of Tennyson : but Mr. A. E. Housman

might have written it, though in a different

metre.

'' The artless jigging of Tennyson's verse,

I have always thought," resumed the Pro-

fessor thoughtfully, sipping his coffee, " de-

tracts a little from its moral value. Mr*

Housman's method would have been better,

beginning :

" O mother, wake and call me,

It is the First of May !

Whatever may befall me
I simply must be gay

Though clammy lies the clay.
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" On Wenlock Edge the plovers

Depress me with their wail.

The lads who were my lovers

Are hanged in Shrewsbury Gaol,

It makes me rather pale.

" If I should catch pneumonia

Through walking in the dew,

I leave my pet begonia

To little Sister Sue,

My mulching iron, too.

'' And ending on a note of more restrained

gaiety :

" In Ludlow town there's laughter

And mirth (or so I'm told).

With wassail rings the rafter.

It leaves me rather cold.

Soon they will all be mould.

" The lads who're feeling Mayish

Will lay me 'neath the birch.

The ground is pretty clayish

For one rod, pole, or perch

Around the parish church.

'' And so/' said the Professor^ lighting

his great pipe, '' to a dignified and solemn

end/'

A deep silence fell on all those assembled,

and for a time nothing was heard but the
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gurgling and snorting of the Professor's

pipe.

** Shropshire/' said a stout Hterary man
at length **

is perhaps pre
**

** There is always/' said Professor Plod-

snitch loudly^ '' something Housmannish

happening in Shropshire. It is not always

so with Sussex^ which is owned in equal

parts by Mr. Belloc, Mr. Kipling^ and Miss

Sheila Kaye-Smith. It is not always so

with Mr. Hardy's Wessex. But with

Shropshire, yes. The civilian population

is always being hanged there, for example.

Yet a Crimean veteran died of old age in

Ludlow over the week-end, I observe : it is a

little difficult to realise that he, too, was a

Shropshire lad, for they generally get a

bullet in the heart soon after enlistment.

'' But, on the other hand," resumed the

Professor, '"
it occurs to me that now and

again strange things may happen in Shrop-

shire. A lad may march away, for example,

and come back years later from foreign parts
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offensively jolly and cheery, and grating on

everybody's feelings* In such a case they

probably go and find Mr, Housman (dis-

covered brooding fatalistically in a tavern

—

* Pass me the can^ lad. There*s an end of May *)

at once and report the matter to him ; and

Mr, Housman sends for the intruder*

"" Mr, Housman (moodily) : You are a

Shropshire lad.

'* The Returned One (laughing heartily) :

Ay, ay.

'" Mr. Housman (with disfavour) : You

don't behave like one. Have they told you

about your friends ?

'' The Returned One (very jolly) : What

about *em ?

'' Mr. Housman (with relish) : Why, Tom
and Dick are under the clay, you know. As

for Bob, he was hanged for murder in

Shrewsbury Gaol last week.
'' The Returned One (heartily) : Damn

good job, too.

(A pause.)
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** Mr* Housman (coldly) : I suppose you

know that your girl married another lad

as soon as you'd gone away ?

'* The Returned One (cheerily) : Ah,

well, I never liked her face. Like a suet

pudding, I always thought. Ha ! ha ! ha

!

'' Mr. Housman (shuddering) : Pray do

not be hilarious. This is not Sussex.

(A pause.)

" Mr. Housman (gloomily, pointing to a

tankard) : Would you care to join me in

a pessimistic pint ?

** The Returned One (clearing his

throat) : Ay. Have you heard the song

about
'' And then Mr. Housman knows that his

worst suspicions are true. This (alleged)

Shropshire lad is a Bellocian changeling from

Steyning way, where they howl loud songs

about ale and bellow with laughter and do

not know what brooding is, except as applied

to hens. A painful revelation.''
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And Professor Plodsnitch relapsed into a

brown study, from which a desultory remark

on the newestmanifesto of Gabriele d'Annun-

zio (that poet) aroused him like a trumpet

blast*

** No student of contemporary literature/'

said the Professor with burning eyes, '' can

afford to pass over lightly or without medi-

tation and tears the fact that d'Annunzio

made some remarkable utterances during

the delirium following his recent accident.

These were carefully noted by his medical

attendants, and are shortly to be issued in

book form,

**
I mentioned this/^ continued the Pro-

fessor significantly, '* to a literary fellow of

my acquaintance, who shook his head and

observed suddenly that he had always been

told that Miss Ed—th, Mr. Osb—rt, and

Mr. S—ch—V—r—11 S—tw—11 (for ex-

ample) enjoyed perfect health. ' For my-

self/ said this fellow, in a low voice, * I have,

indeed, long suspected that Influenza (or
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perhaps a Feverish Cold) was at the bottom

of some of the more precious lyrics of this

schooL But now, mehercle ! who knows

that it may not be Measles at the very

least ?
'

** He then told me in a whisper of a poet

of his acquaintance who owed a succes

(Vestime to a fearful bang on the head he

received at a poetry tea in Chelsea* His

temperature went up to 109 deg, (Fahr,)

during the evening, and by midnight

three strong men were holding him

down* The result was ' The Crystal

Cabman/ which was (as you remember)

so enthusiastically reviewed* ' Superb.'

—

Poetry Journal, * A masterpiece/

—

Poultry.

* These tricksy numbers.'

—

Peebles Mercury,

* Strange, fitful, brilliant . indubitably

inspired.'—Mr. Edgar Bosse, in Sunday

Chimes,

** Strangely enough, the second volume,

written after the poet's recovery, received

but a tepid welcome, though * Auntie
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Madge/ in Our PetSf warmly praised the

opening verse
—

' Why ?
'—which began :

** Why are my Pussy's eyes so bright ?

Is it 'cause she stays out all night ?

What makes her coat all soft, like silk ?

Because my Pussy lives on milk ?

'* So he now goes out and pulls strong

men's ties out in order that they may bang

his head and enable him to be delirious

again. If he does not die great things are

expected of him, my friend tells me/'

With these pregnant words the Professor,

observing that it looked like rain, bowed

politely to the company and departed.

18
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** Of* said Professor Plodsnitch lyrically,

stumbling hurriedly into the smoking-room

of the Green Goose, and saluting the

company, '* to be in New Guinea, now

that the British Pacific Science Expedition

is there.

** For whoever wakes in the home of the

head-hunting Papuan,*' confirmed the Pro-

fessor, clapping his hands for coffee, '' may

find some morning, unaware, that his head

is missing ; a thing which is apt to cramp

the style of any scientific expedition. Pro-

fessor Bodger, who was orchid hunting in

that region in 1888, tells me that nothing

annoyed him so much as the way a man's

neck would be neatly severed at the nape

—

snick !—^just as he was asking an important

question. The Professor himself always

141
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escaped by hiding to the neck in the

undergrowth. The head-hunters then

took him for an ostrich zggy and merely

tried to crack him as they dashed past

howling.

'' In those days/* said the Professor,

shaking his head, ''a scientific man could

make a great deal of money by acting as

Mentor to an educational story firm. Pro-

fessor Bodger, for example, was the original

Papa in A Boy in Borneo ; or the Young

Orchid Collector^* In 1895 he was Uncle

George in Henry Holiday; or Through

Fire, Flood, and Forest, and in 1897,

wearing a more Evangelical collar, he was

the Rev. Mortimer Boomways in Step by

Step ; or Missionary Days and Ways in

Darkest Borneo. It was his duty on these

occasions to fire off on every possible oc-

casion maxims and moral reflections suit-

able for the improvement of youth ; and

he did it welL They would find a new

orchid, or a new tree, or a new kind of
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monkey, and they would cry * Where's Egg-

Face Ernest ?
'

** Professor Bodger (crustily) : Well ?

*' The Director (pointing to the new or-

chid) : We want something moral and im-

proving about this*

** Professor Bodger (peevishly) : How
much ?

'' The Director : About half a column.

Little Alfred here, the Boy Collector, will

ask you the usual leading question.

** Professor Bodger (snappishly) : Curse

the snub-nosed brat. Where's that damn
boy with my notebook ?

*' These stories sold enormously among

the pious old ladies who presented them as

a Christmas gift to their nephews, who
received them with bitter curses. It is

a pity they ever went out of fashion.

Professor Bodger regrets it very much."

The Professor stirred his coffee for

some time in meditative silence, shaking

his head.
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Someone expressed a hope that such

golden days would return before long

;

whereupon the Professor, turning a glazed

eye upon him, addressed the company as

follows :

** That/* said the Professor in a loud and

angry voice, *'
is a bitter story of the black-

smith's wife of Sussex who, as I read yester-

day, took a violent dislike to the village

smithy immediately after her marriage and

complained that there were no picture palaces

in the place, I am frankly disappointed.

Village life is not what it was. At one time

it was enough excitement for any village

to watch the brawny smith swinging his

heavy sledge with his large and sinewy

hands and looking the whole world in the

face, thereby demonstrating his entire free-

dom from debt. Where are now the simple

pleasures of the country-side ?

** William Bashing, the last village black-

smith of the old school I knew, was fairly

mighty, though even then a curious eye could
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detect a slight deterioration. He owed,

I believe, some trifling sums at the * Dog and

Duck ' and the grocer*s, and hence was only

able to look the whole worid in the face for

a moment or so before glancing away

—

rather shiftily, I thought. He showed

me,*' continued the Professor, producing

his usual sheaf of papers and fluttering

them over, '* a copy of the report of the

recent Royal Commission on Industrial

Fatigue (Iron and Steel Trades), before

which he gave evidence. Here is one

extract

:

'' * (3650) Professor Bulger : I should

like to ask the witness if he can give

any figures relating to the average time

spent annually in toiling, rejoicing, and

borrowing,

** * (3651) A member : Sorrowing !

*' * (3652) Sir Henry Glump : I fear

that is impracticable, (To witness) Per-

haps you can give us a daily schedule,

however ?

19
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** * (3653) Mr, Bashing : Yes^ sir. Each

morning sees some task begun. Each

evening sees it close,

** * (3654) Professor Bulger : To recapitu-

late, each weekday occupies you in one

whole task, and on Sundays you expend a

certain number of foot-pounds of energy

in wiping away a tear on hearing your

daughter sing ?

** * (3655) A member : She might be in-

duced to blow the organ instead,

** * (3656) Sir Henry Glump : The Vicar

might arrange that. It is a question for

the Ministry of Labour, That will do, Mr.

Bashing, thank you,'

** I need hardly say that Mr. Bashing

immediately insisted on a full night's repose,

and was told to stand down,"
*' Another attempt, I see," observed a

sharp-nosed economist with shifty eyes,

after a pause, **
is to be made to conquer

Mount Everest,"

** When I was in the Engadine last year,"
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said a stout poet with a high voice^ ** I

oft
**

** This year/' boomed Professor Plod-

snitch> knocking three times on the table

with his great pipe Joyeuse and gazing

mournfully upon the company, ** I have

some intention of visiting a village in the

Alps where, some years ago, an unforgettable

tragedy occurred. There is an old lady

in the village who still remembers it, though

the very old whiskered man (already ninety-

five at the time) who was intimately con-

cerned is long since dead. He used to tell

the story up to the very end of his life, and

indeed was in the middle of a sentence when

an avalanche got him, to the great comfort

and relief of the inhabitants. The old lady,

however, is still garrulous. She was a

maiden at the time of the tragedy, and it

turned her brain. For fifty years she has

been in the habit of requesting every Alp-

pinist who whizi^ed through the village to

stay and rest his weary head upon her
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breast : but a comparatively small per-

centage of them, I am told, reply ' Excel-

sior/ the majority responding * Certainly

not/ and one at least (my friend Professor

Bodger) threatening to report her to the

Alpine Society,

** In the Proceedings of the Society (1889 ;

XXIV,, IX., IV., 199-306)/* continued the

Professor, fluttering his papers, '' there is

a minute referring to this which I will read

to you

:

'' * A letter from Professor Bodger was read

lodging a complaint against Mrs. Riimple-

bommer, an aged resident of Giimmlaken.

The Professor complained that Mrs. Riimp-

lebommer^s conduct was disorderly and

against the best interests of Alpinism, and

requested a ruling from the President.

'* ' The President (Dr. Gumph) : I do

not think we can countenance Mrs. Riim-

plebommer's behaviour in any way.

'* * Professor Stodger : In the case of a

climbing party a considerable amount of
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time would be wasted in laying their heads

individually on Mrs. Rumplebommer's

breast*

'' ' Mr. Parbingle : She claims a prescrip-

tive right.

** ' The President (doubtfully) : The

senior Alpinist of the party, perhaps, might

repose in this fashion for a few moments.

(Cries of '' No, no.")

'' * Professor Mumble : May I be per-

mitted to move that the President, in the

name of this Society, proceeds to Gtimm-

laken and leans his head on Mrs. Riimple-

bommer once and for all, obtaining from

her a document to that effect ?

'' * The President (coughing) : I hardly

think that would be conducive to the best

interests of Alpinism.'

** Eventually the letter was allowed to

lie on the table and the society turned to

other business. But Mrs. Rumplebommer

(so I am told) is very indignant, and the

last has not been heard of it/'
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The stout poet said, after a silence :
** That

is indeed a situation of some delicacy. Was

she not (if I remember rightly) a friend of

Mr, Longfellow, the poet ?
'*

** That/' replied Professor Plodsnitch

severely, '' is no reflection on Mrs, Riimple-

bommer. It is not recorded that their

relations were tinged with anything but the

strictest propriety/'

** Yet/' objected a pale and haggard

literary man in the corner, ** that poet's

confessed habit of shooting arrows at random

into the air argues a certain laxity of moral,

if not actual libertinism, which in
"

** The fascination of archery," began

Professor Plodsnitch in a voice which rose

by degrees to a bellow and shook the air,

*'
is great, as anyone will tell you. It is

possible to become too careless, perhaps,

like Mr* Longfellow, who was in the habit

of shooting arrows into the air at random

;

they fell to earth, he knew not where. At

the same time, however, he would breathe
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a song into the air, and he used to find it

afterwards in the heart of a friend. No
doubt his friends had to remonstrate with

him severely about this, and I expect the

poet had sooner or later to amend his verse

to:
" I shot an arrow into the air :

I don't know how it fell, or where ;

But, strangely enough, at my journey's end,

I found it again in the neck of a friend.

** And there was probably a great fuss

about it.

'' The Archer : Hullo ! My arrow, I

think?
'' Friend (raging) : Confound you, yes.

Why the blazes don't yoti look where you're

shooting ?

'' The Archer (surprised) : Really, really !

It just happened, you know. I was only

saying to Mrs. Longfellow yesterday

** Friend (madly) : Nice sort of fool I

look with an arrow in my neck.

'' The Archer (soothingly) : Well, well.

Never mind. You can hang your hat on it.
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Did you get my song as well ? I breathed

it into the air much about the same time,

you know*
** Whereupon his friend went mad and

bit the archer severely, I expect. It served

him right, and Mr. Longfellow should have

known better than to practise such foolish

tricks. Nevertheless," added the Pro-

fessor more mildly, *' there is no evidence

that, archery per se tends to the encourage-

ment of wantonness, vice, or the nurture

of the baser passions. Like architects,

archers are (I believe) mild and honourable

men, pure of life and upright, fixed of pur-

pose also, steadfast and immutable, and

frequently members of Parochial Church

Councils.''

Somebody observed that our greatest

living novelist was formerly an architect.

** I am told," said Professor Plodsnitch,

with glowing eyes, '* that even to-day his

name is remembered by many of the older

members of the RJ.B.A. ' Hardy ? ' they
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say, scratching their aged brows with a

T-square, ' Hardy ? Ah, yes, I recollect.

A lad of promise. He might have been

President if he had stuck to it. They tell

me he took to writing instead. Dear, dear.

Now as to this side-elevation.' ... Or a

very ancient architect with a rambling mind

may say fretfully :
' Hardy ? Isn't he in

the boot trade ? His partners are Freeman

and Willis, aren't they ? Knew him once.

As handy a lad with the protractor as ever

I met.' And his rheumy eyes fill with tears

as he puts in a door where a window ought

to be.

** This feeling among architects, I am
told, is very sincere, for they feel a defection

of this kind very much. And, indeed, I do

not know any kind of men whom I respect

more. In no village in England does a

weeping and distracted maid (so far as I

know) accuse an architect of robbing her

of her peace of mind. The widow and the

fatherless are (I think) practically un-

20
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oppressed by architects. They take no

delight in blood, and the faces of the poor

remain to a large extent unground by them.

O architects !
" said Professor Plodsnitch in

a kind of ecstasy, his voice rising to a shrill

scream

—

** Virtuous architects,

Upright architects,

Well-favoured architects.

Incorruptible architects,

Sonorous architects,

Honourable architects.

Stately architects.

Lucrative architects.

Architects of sweetness and light.

Faithful architects.

Architects of a singular probity.

Pompous architects.

Architects of incredible sagacity,

**—^wherever you be, decorated or undeco-

rated, stout or lean, with and without

pince-nez, contracted or contractless, I give
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and extend to you all my hearty and loving

salutation. Dominus vobiscum. May I

never incur your bills of costs/'

So saying; and greatly moved by his own

emotion, the Professor waved farewell

dumbly to the company and stumbled out.
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